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This 14-week studio is organized to enhance planning students’ ability 
to examine natural, built and socio-economic environments, and reflect 
their site-related knowledge to the urban structure they design from a 
holistic and sustainable perspective. Throughout three modules, mini-
lectures and drawing exercises will guide the students on data 
collection, analysis and synthesis, developing concept alternatives, and 
generate a site plan and a neighborhood unit. Planning modules are 
accompanied by two interdisciplinary workshops throughout the studio, 
which aims to enrich the students’ perspectives in an interdisciplinary 
and interactive learning environment that consists of instructors and 
students from department of landscape architecture. 
 
The SBP content of Project III is designed to plan a site with a 
neighborhood unit while promoting sustainability under the main 
studio theme, housing. Within this scope, the contents of the studio are 
as follows: 

 Analysis of natural environment, built environment, and socio-
economic structure in the context of site planning; 

 Assessment of natural environment, built environment, and socio-
economic structure in the context of site planning; 

 Decision-making techniques in site planning; 

 Generating concept alternatives for a site plan; 

 Developing a select concept alternative into a site plan; 

 Generating a neighborhood design that corresponds to the site 
plan; and 

 Written, oral and graphic expression techniques 
 
The study area of Project III is determined as Kartepe. The new 
development areas determined in 1/5000 Land-Use Plan (Nazım İmar 
Planı) will be accepted as potential sites (case areas) to develop. Exact 
boundaries of the site will be determined by a series of analysis and 
assessment techniques carried out. These steps are followed by 
adoption of site planning and design techniques as explained in the 
weekly schedule below. 
 
Besides two interdisciplinary workshops, the urban planning studio is 
mainly comprised of three modules: 
 

 MODULE I: Analysis and synthesis of existing natural, built and 
socio-economic environments 

 MODULE II: Development of concept alternatives and site plan 

 MODULE III: Neighborhood unit design 
 

MODULES 

 
 

MODULE I: ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF EXISTING NATURAL, BUILT 
and SOCIO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENTS  
(19 September- 17 October 2019) 
 
This module focuses on various dynamics that shape the relationship 
between human and environment. We will gather and analyse data on 
natural and built environments as well as the socio-economic structure, 
prioritize the gathered data, and produce a synthesis of analyses. We 
will thus interpret the relationship between man-made and natural 
systems in urban space. 



 

AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

The primary aim of this module is to enhance the ability to understand 
the relationship between natural and built environments via analysing 
and synthesizing procedures. This module is also designed to explore 
the relationship between the urban space and the urban community so 
as to perceive and the socio-economic dynamics and trends. Exploring 
urban changes, integration of newcomers to the society and the new 
daily life that future developments will impact are the foci of this 
module. 

QUESTIONS TO EXAMINE 

What is natural environment and built environment? Why do we need 
to explore natural and built environment? What does analysis mean? 
What is the main idea behind analysing an environment? How do we 
understand the key natural, physical and socio-economic aspects of an 
urban settlement? What are the dynamics shaping the relationship 
between human and environment? How can we learn from a human 
settlement? What does built environment tell us about the nature? 
How do we analyse the natural components of an environment? What 
is synthesis? How do we prioritize the many characteristics of an 
environment? What is an assessment technique? How do we compare 
alternative assessment techniques? 
 

MODULE II: DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPT ALTERNATIVES AND SITE 
PLAN (21 October - 28 November 2019) 

This module focuses mainly on gaining knowledge and ability of 
alternative scenario development related to analysis and synthesis of 
the existing study area conditions studied in the previous module. 

AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

In this module, students acquire alternative decision making processes 
by bearing in mind the dynamics of the area. Together with the 
determination of the potentials and problems of regarding the area, 
this module enables to achieve concept development and to attain the 
knowledge of future developments of the space. Household analysis 
(future users; focused on social, economic and cultural aspects), 
alternatives of site selection, examination of transportation 
infrastructure, and production of alternative neighbourhood function 
schemes are the main components of this module. Based on these 
researches it is expected to generate these concepts related to users’ 
demand. Towards the end of the module, the students are expected to 
select one concept alternative and further develop it as a site plan. 

QUESTIONS TO EXAMINE 

What is concept alternative? What is project development? What is the 
significance of analysis and synthesis of an area for scenario 
development? What are the dynamics of an area? And how are the 
dynamics of an area being impacted from its problems and potentials? 
Why is it important to have a thorough understanding of the local 
population and its socio-economic trends? How do we conduct 
household analysis which projects future users’ social, economic and 
cultural aspects? What are the linkages between diverse types of 
neighbourhood design? What is the connection between a concept 
alternative and a site plan? 

 



SEMINARS AND 
WORKSHOPS 
 

An interdisciplinary seminar & discussion will be conducted in order to 
discover the study area through examination of the secondary data, 
definition of problems, and expectations from the field trip. The first 
workshop focuses on the topographic synthesis for understanding and 
combining the perspectives of two different disciplines in terms of 
analyzing and representing topographical analyses. The second 
workshop aims to better understand design strategies for integrating 
interdisciplinary learning and representation techniques into individual 
projects. While doing so, the students are also expected to study 
different graphic presentation techniques. 
 

 Interdisciplinary Workshop I: Socio-ecological synthesis 
Understanding and combining the perspectives of two different 
disciplines in terms of analyzing and representing natural, 
physical, socio-cultural and economic structures in landscapes. 

 Interdisciplinary Workshop II: Design Strategies 
Integrating interdisciplinary learning and representation 
techniques into individual projects 

 

 

MODULE III: NEIGHBOURHOOD UNIT DESIGN  
(2 December – 26 December 2019) 

Expanding on the concept development selected in the previous 
module, this module focuses on enhancing knowledge and ability 
regarding site planning and neighbourhood unit design. 

AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

The main aim of this module is to enhance the site plan and produce 
corresponding neighbourhood designs which consist of multiple types 
of housing blocks and clusters and a reflection of the associations 
between the designed neighbourhood and the nearby existing 
settlement. Accordingly, other essential goals include establishing 
multi-dimensional connections between urban facilities and housing 
areas, deciding on the diverse urban facility types and sizes, and 
examining these areas from an urban space perspective which fosters 
opportunities of resident-public interaction as well as proximity and 
accessibility to facilities. Development of the different neighbourhood 
units with distinctive housing clusters based on household sizes/types 
and social/physical necessities of dwellers are also within the 
framework of this module. 

QUESTIONS TO EXAMINE 

What is site planning? What is neighbourhood design? How are 
neighbourhoods designed based on family sizes and types? How do we 
accommodate social, physical and natural needs of residents? What is 
housing cluster? In what ways can residential buildings come together? 
Which facilities are located in urban areas? How do we decide on the 
type and size of facilities? What are the differences between 1:5000 site 
plan and 1:1000 neighbourhood design in terms of design approaches? 
Which details are attached in 1:500 neighbourhood design? What are 
important differences of technical drawing and presentation at 
different scales? 
 



 
EVALUATION 
CRITERIA AND 
EXPECTED 
LEARNING 
OUTCOMES 
 

 
JURY OUTCOMES 
 
1:5000 AND/OR 1:2000 SCALE ANALYSES (GROUP WORK) 
 

1. Analyses of natural environment 
2. Topographic unit analysis 
3. Analyses of the urban pattern, density and transportation in 

built environment  
4. Assessment of existing land use plan and prospects for future 
5. Assessment of interviews with Muhtar and real estate agencies 
6. Household (future user) analysis (focused on social, economic, 

cultural aspects) 
7. Research of housing typologies 

 
INDIVIDUAL WORK  
 

1. 1:5000 and/or 1:2000 scale synthesis 
2. 1:5000 and/or 1:2000 scale site plan 
3. 1:1000 and/or 1:500 scale neighborhood design alternatives 
4. 1:1000 scale model of the project 
5. Project research folder, project report, A3-size portfolio, 

CD/DVD with A3-size maps in PDF format and all submissions in 
original file format 

 
 

EVALUATION Type Amount 
% 

Total 

Interdisciplinary Workshops 
Outcome 
Submission 

2 20 

Midterm Evaluation Jury evaluation 3 40 

Final Evaluation Final submission 1 40 

 
 
 
 

 

  



WEEKLY SCHEDULE 

 

WEEK  DATE  MODULE  STUDIO TOPIC 

1 

16 September, 
Monday 

Introduction to TESIII studios and a short brief 
about field trip 

19 September, 
Thursday 

MODULE I 
 

Site Analysis: Natural environment  
Elevation; slope; surface water 
drainage; aspect; prevailing winds 

2 

23 September, 
Monday 

Site Analysis: Natural environment  
Climate and micro-climate; vegetation; 
soil capability; geological formations; 
topographic units 

26 September, 
Thursday 

MODULE I 
 

Site Analysis: Natural environment  
General overview 

3 

30 September, 
Monday 

SITE VISIT: Kartepe 

3 October, Thursday 
MODULE I 
 

Site Analysis: Built environment and 
socio-economic structure analyses 
Land use and transportation; building 
density; urban facilities  
Analysis of social and economic 
structures 

4 
7 October, Monday 

 

INTERDISCIPLINARY WORKSHOP I: 
Socio-ecological Syntheses 

10 October, Thursday 
INTERDISCIPLINARY WORKSHOP I: 
Socio-ecological Syntheses 

5 

14 October, Monday 

MODULE I 

Site Analysis: Built environment and 
socio-economic structure analyses 
Land use and transportation; building 
density; urban facilities  
Analysis of social and economic 
structures 

17 October, Thursday 
Synthesis: Assessment of natural, 
socio-economic and built environment 
analyses 

6 

21 October, Monday 

MODULE II 

Household analysis and concept 
alternatives: Household analysis 
(future users; focused on social, 
economic and cultural aspects); 
transportation infrastructure; 
neighborhood units scheme 

24 October, Thursday 
Concept alternatives: Site selection; 
transportation infrastructure; 
neighborhood function scheme 

7 

28 October, Monday NATIONAL HOLIDAY 

31 October, Thursday INTERDISCIPLINARY WORK EXHIBITION 

 4 - 8 NOVEMBER 2019: BREAK 

8 

11 November, 
Monday 

MODULE II 

Concept alternatives and 
development: Site selection; 
transportation infrastructure; 
neighborhood function scheme 

14 November, 
Thursday 

Site plan: Development of selected 
alternative; function scheme and 
proposal; decision-making related to 
housing blocks (1/5000 or 1/2000) 



9 

18 November, 
Monday 

MODULE II 

Site plan: Development of selected 
alternative; function scheme and 
proposal; decision-making related to 
housing blocks (1/5000 or 1/2000) 

21 November, 
Thursday 

Site plan: Development of selected 
alternative; function scheme and 
proposal; decision-making related to 
housing blocks (1/5000 or 1/2000) 

10 

25 November, 
Monday 

MODULE II 

Site plan: Development of selected 
alternative; function scheme and 
proposal; decision-making related to 
housing blocks (1/5000 or 1/2000) 

28 November, 
Thursday 

From site plan to neighborhood 
design: Development of selected 
alternative; function scheme and 
proposal; decision-making related to 
housing blocks 

11 

2 December, Monday 

MODULE III 

Neighborhood design: Alternative 
housing and cluster typologies; spatial 
organizations  (1/1000) 

5 December, Thursday 
Neighborhood design: Alternative 
housing and cluster typologies; spatial 
organizations  (1/1000) 

12 

9 December, Monday 

 

INTERDISCIPLINARY WORKSHOP II: 
Design Strategies 

12 December, 
Thursday 

INTERDISCIPLINARY WORKSHOP II: 
Design Strategies 

13 

16 December, 
Monday 

MODULE III 

Neighborhood design: Alternative 
housing and cluster typologies; spatial 
organizations  (1/1000) 

19 December, 
Thursday 

Neighborhood design: Alternative 
housing and cluster typologies; spatial 
organizations  (1/1000) 

14 

23 December, 
Monday 

MODULE III 

Neighborhood design (in detail): 
Alternative housing and cluster 
typologies; spatial organizations  
(1/1000 or 1/500)  
Revisions and graphic presentation 
(1:5000 and/or 1:2000, 1:1000 and/or 
1:500): Site plan and neighborhood 
design 

26 December, 
Thursday 

 JURY & FINAL SUBMISSION 
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